We consider algebraic and approximate computations of (partial) real functions f : R" ti R.
Introduction
The intuitive notion of computability over the natural numbers and other discrete sets of objects has a well-defined and generally accepted meaning. This is usually expressed by Church's Thesis. On this basis, classical theory of computability (as well as of computational complexity) deals with fundamental abilities and limits of real world computers applied to discrete problems.
With respect to the ordered field of real numbers, "perhaps mathematics' most basic structure" [6] , the situation is different. There is a variety of approaches, each with its own motivations, methods and results, which are partially incomparable among each other. In this paper, we consider two fundamental points of view which lead to different variants of computability over the reals. It should be noticed that some features of these two positions once more reflect the old conflict between the view of the infinite as only potential or constructive and its treatment as actual or existential. The former position goes back to Aristotle, the latter one was taken by Cantor, cf. [ 13, 191. The first point of view is based on the postulate that only discrete, finitary entities can be stored in and processed by physical devices. Therefore, to apply computations to continuous objects like the real numbers, these objects have to be represented by discrete ones. Of course, such representations can only be approximate, with a certain degree of inaccuracy. Nevertheless, real numbers can be named by (infinite) sequences of discrete objects which converge to them, and classical discrete computation devices can be used to perform calculations over the reals by means of such approximating sequences. There are several implementations of this basic idea, starting with Turing's seminal contribution [37] . Throughout the present paper, by approximate computability, in the narrower sense we understand that concept which has more recently been defined and investigated by Kc+Friedman, Weihrauch and others, see [21, 20, 38, 39] for detailed presentations of the origins and the state of the art. For the second group of approaches, we imagine a programmable calculator able to store and to process arbitrary real numbers with absolute precision. Its basic operations consist in assigning, to some destination register, either a base constant (0 or 1) or the result of a base operation (+, -, .,/) applied to the contents of source registers. The execution of jumps will depend on the validity of an order relation (< or <) between the contents of two registers. Moreover, a halt instruction is needed.
The "finite algorithmic procedures" [9] built in this way are already sufficient to perform all intuitively imaginable algebraic computations in the ordered field of real numbers. Obviously, this is only a special case of a straightforward concept of computability over an arbitrary algebraic structure given by a universe of objects and by base costants, operations and relations. In order to enable a program to deal with arbitrarily many registers, some kind of indirect addressing is additionally needed. These and more or less related notions of algebraic computability were developed and investigated by several authors, first explicit presentations are by Janov [ 171 and Engeler [7] . For further discussions, we refer to [ 1,8,9, 11, 18,3 1,361 . From the algebraic (or formalistic) point of view, it is less interesting if there exist physical devices that perform operations or decisions between real numbers with exact precision. There are rich theories of general program schemes [23] and of computability over general data structures [34] , computational geometry [28] is widely based on the model of real RAM, and the BSS theory of computability and complexity over the reals [2, l] produced many interesting results and put new questions. On the other hand, digital computers surely can process only discrete objects. Thus, one could conclude that only the approximate point of view can lead to a genuine theory of computability and complexity over the reals. So either of the two approaches has its own justification, advantages and also disadvantages.
At first glance, the two settings seem to be rather contrary to each other. They use different tools and methods, and the results and problems of one of the both are often not meaningful or even not expressible within the framework of the other one.
Moreover, the communities of the followers were nearly disjoint for a time. Up to few years ago, Friedman [9, 21] and Shepherdson were the only authors who had worked in both directions.
More recently, Weihrauch, Hertling and Brattka [ 12, 4] made some attempts in studying the real RAM model from the approximate point of view or to modify it in order to get a closer relationship to approximate computability, also with respect to timecomplexity measures. Meyer auf der Heide and Wiedermann [24] proposed a still more realistic RAM model which processes floating point representations of some precision instead of real numbers. Hotz et al.
[ 16, 1.51 used infinite converging computations on BSS-like machines with rounding operations in order to approximate real functions. Boldi and Vigna [3] studied semi-decidable subsets of the reals by using both approximately working Turing machines and special algebraically working BSS machines. The recent contribution by Zhong [40] considers semi-decidability from the two points of view, too. For a general, alternative approach based on partial algebras, the reader is referred to Tucker-Zucker [35] . In the present paper, we show how approximate computability can be defined and investigated by means of algebraic machines or programs. It will even turn out that the approximate and the algebraic computability are directly complementary to each other. They simply represent the two sides of the same coin: whereas algebraic computability is defined by means of the finite, halting computations, approximate computability is related to the infinite, never halting computations.
More precisely, we consider parameter-free algebraic programs (finite algorithmic procedures, briefly: FAPs) over the ordered field of real numbers. If we restrict the partial real functions f : Rid F+ Iw which are computable by such programs to inputs of rational numbers, we obtain just those functions fo : Qd >-t Q which are classically computable (via some standard encoding of the rational numbers). Thus, we deal with a rather natural concept of algebraic computability.
Of course, it violates a fundamental thesis of approximate computability which says that all computable functions are continuous.
In order to characterize approximate computability, however, we only have to consider the infinite, never halting computations of algebraic programs. Indeed, any approximately computable function f can straightforwardly be obtained from the (d + l)-dimensional passing set of a (robust) FAP. This is the set of all real (d + l)-tuples which do not belong to the program's halting set. It will turn out that f is approximately computable if and only if its graph, i.e., the set ((~1,. . . , rd, ro) E Rd+' :
f(v,..., rd) = ro}, coincides with such a (d + 1)-dimensional passing set considered as a relation from Rd to R and restricted to those d-tuples on which it is unique. So we obtain a characterization of approximate computability from the algebraic point of view. In particular, it does not depend on any naming system or representation of the reals by (sequences of) finitary objects. and shows some consequences and further relationships. In Section 6, we introduce two variants of arithmetical hierarchy over the reals and apply them to classify and compare mutually the domains, graphs and ranges of computable functions. We close with some final remarks.
Algebraic computability
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the basic notions and results of classical recursion theory. This is the theory of computability concerning functions in the natural numbers, f : N e+ N, word functions f : A* F-+ A*, for (always finite) alphabets A, or functions of more complicated and even of mixed types like f : Ndl x (A*)d2 H Nd3, for some dl,dz, d3 E N+, and so on. In the sequel, these fundamentals will be applied in a rather informal manner. Moreover, we shall deal with several objects, like formulas, tuples of rational numbers, rational intervals, etc., which are straightforwardly encodable by natural numbers or words. Thus, the classical theory of computability can be applied to those domains via the corresponding encodings. To improve the readability of this paper, we then often do not explicitly distinguish between the objects and their codes. We want to study computability in the ordered field of real numbers, !Jf= (R; 0, I;+,-,.,/; G), where the division is simply thought to be a total operation: let r/O = 0.
Formulas of the first-order language with equality over 9 (briefly: FO-formulas) will be denoted by Greek letters like cp, $, . . . . If cp contains (at most) the free variables x1 ,. . .,xd, we also write Cp(Xt,. . . ,xd) or Cp= q(Xt,. . . ,Xd is obtained. This can also be considered to be an FO-formula over the extended structure 3 = (R; R; +, -, .,/; < A set S C IWd is called FO-representable if there is an FO-formula representing it. As a tool which will be used throughout the paper, we recall Tarski's fundamental result that W (like every real closed field) admits effective quantifier elimination, cf. [33, 6] .
Tool 1 (EQE: Effective Quantifier Elimination).
There is a recursive function @ such that, for every FO-formula cp = cp(xl, . . . , xd), @(q) is an B-equivalent quantifier-free FO-formula in the same variables x1,. . . ,xd.
In particular, FO-representable sets can always be represented by quantifier-free formulas. The corresponding result follows for quasi-formulas which may contain arbitrary real numbers, so-called parameters. The sets representable by means of quasi-formulas are just the semialgebraic sets considered in real algebraic geometry. We here are mainly interested in the parameter-free case, however. The indices of variables, j,ji, j2, have to be constant positive natural numbers. Thus, a FAP acts only on finitely many variables explicitly given in it. Moreover, we suppose that the last instruction is the only stop instruction: BI = "halt", and Bj, #"halt", for O<E,< 1. Computations always start with the first instruction Bo.
The meaning of the instructions and the step-by-step working of an FAP are straight- This concept is already strong enough to include all real functions of fixed arities which are intuitively computable in 5? from the algebraic point of view. Even if we would allow the use of more comfortable storages like stacks of real numbers or if we would consider the parameter-free variant of Friedman's effective definitional schemes [9] or parameter-free BSS machines [2] , we would obtain the same set of computable functions from some Rd into R. This was pointed out by Friedman and Mansfield [lo] . Of course, in order to compute string functions over $3, i.e., to process arbitrarily long input sequences of reals, one would need some implementation of indirect addressing like in the BSS machines, cf. [2, 111. This aspect, however, is not the subject of the present paper.
The naturalness of our concept is also stressed by the fact that the restrictions of algebraically computable real functions to input tuples of rational numbers yield just those functions g : Qd ++ Q which are classically computable via some standard encoding of the rational numbers, p.e., by pairs of integers. This fact easily follows from the definition of FAPs, and also from the proposition below in this section. _ it has a son ~13' iff " " * BA is an assignment and ;1' = i + 1, or * BA is a branching instruction "if xj, <xi, then yoto 21" and L' = EL + 1 or
Obviously, the set of vertices of $C is a recursive set of words in the alphabet (0, 1,. . .) 1). Algebraic numbers can straightforwardly be encoded by pairs consisting of rational polynomials and positive integers. Let @(x),k)=r iff p(r) = 0 and there are exactly k -1 real numbers y such that y < r and p(y) = 0;
this means that r is the kth zero of polynomial p(x), k E N+. CI is a partial function from A* x N+ onto the set of all algebraic numbers, for some suitable alphabet A. The equality and order of algebraic numbers are recursively decidable with respect to the encoding LX, i.e., the set {((pl(x),kl),(P2(X),k2)): cr(pl(x),kl)~a(pz(x),k2)} is classically recursive. This holds since a( PI (x), kl ) 6 a( p2(x), k2) iff the following FO-formula is true:
This formula does not contain a free variable. By EQE, it can effectively be translated into an equivalent quantifier-free formula without variables. Thus, its validity is recursively decidable. By the way, we would obtain related results by encoding every algebraic number r by a rational polynomial p(x) and a rational interval in which r is the only zero of p(x).
Again by EQE, from the formulas Q(n), one can effectively obtain a representation of set(@(n)) by finitely many mutually disjoint intervals whose endpoints are -cc or +cc or algebraic numbers given by codes according to the encoding a. Moreover, it is recursively decidable which of the endpoints belong to set(@(n)). Thus, we have Notice that the intervals Z, are herein allowed to be empty. In particular, the empty function f = 0 is algebraically computable.
Approximate computability
In the sequel, d-tuples of real numbers or variables are also denoted by the corresponding bold-face letters, p.e., Y = (~1,. . . , rd) or x = (xi,. . . , xd). Topological notations always refer to the natural topology in the Euclidean space Rd, which is induced by is undefined (i.e., the machine does not reach a halt). It is easily seen that this definition is only a slight, equivalent modification of the original one by KoFriedman who used binarily converging sequences of dyadic numbers to represent real numbers. Thus, it is known that this concept of computability, coincides with a variety of related notions defined by several authors, see [21, 20, 38, 39] .
More precisely, these equivalences hold at least for total functions or with respect to the restrictions of computable functions to closed intervals. Computability of partial functions with more complicated domains seems to be dealt with at the first time by Ko and
Friedman [21] in the just described way, cf. also [32] . The latter set of rational cubes is recursively enumerable, since
and, by EQE, one effectively obtains an equivalent quantifier-free FO-formula whose validity is recursively decidable, with respect to the arguments a,q. 0
recursively open. If a set S C Rd is recursively open, then the function f = S x (0) is approximately KF-computable.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that one given by Ko-Friedman, see [21, 20] . Cl Now we define a generalization of approximate KF-computability which was already introduced by Kreitz and Weihrauch [22] . It includes the classical computability over IV and also allows, for example, the computability of functions with closed domains. n E N such that M"(n) remains undefined (i.e., the machine does not halt).
In our opinion, this definition corresponds well to the idea of approximate com- Immediately we now have Thus, for almost all elements r,, there are regular sequences !2(") with tar(S2(")) = r, 
is recursively open,
(iv) the partial function f = ((-x,r) X {-l})U((r,+w) x {I}) is approximutefy computable.
In contrast to KF-computability, with respect to our concept, the function fr = {r} x (0) is also approximately computable, for every computable number r. Indeed, let Q(" be a classically computable regular sequence such that tar(.Q(')) = r. Without loss of generality, we suppose that r belongs to the interiors of all intervals Q!), n E N. Let the OTM J/ work as follows, on input n and any regular oracle 0.
If there is a k E N with Szk C a$', _,r%! outputs the (degenerated) interval [0, 01; otherwise &o(n) remains undefined. Thus, M"(n) is defined for all n E N iff tar(a) C Szr', for all n E N, and this holds iff tar(Q) = r.
We want to stress again that the concepts of algebraic resp. approximate computability are mutually incomparable. On the one hand, a constant total function with an irrational but (approximately) computable real value is approximately but not algebraically computable. On the other hand, there are discontinuous total real functions which are algebraically computable. Now we are going to show that not even for continuous total functions algebraic computability implies the approximate computability. Our example is based on a standard (Godel) numbering of the FAPs (,E!~: n E N).
Analogously, the classical Turing machines could be used. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that no FAP begins with the stop instruction. So at least one work step has always to be performed.
There is a universal FAP which simulates step-by-step the work of any &, on a given input assignment. If the inputs are rational, this simulation can even recursively be performed. In particular, and only this is essential in the sequel, there is a recursive total function K : N2 + (0, 1) such that Obviously, ,f is a continuous total real function Analogously to the first part of Proposition 2.1, by CTA we obtain an effective representation of the halting resp. passing set of any depth. 
for all t E N, &f,t(&) = set(@(t)), and P&t(&) = set(T@(t)).
By Section 2, the halting set 
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Conversely, by the equations given in the proposition, the function G.d,d is uniquely determined. So it has been shown to be defined in a rather natural way. For some further discussion, we refer to the next section.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the main theorem of the paper which also stresses the naturalness of the concept of approximate determination of functions by FAPs. where @(t) = c@(t) (xl , , . . , xd, Xd+ 1) are quantifier-free FO-formulas. Now we describe the work of an OTM J, on an input iz E N and a regular oracle a = ( 52k)kE~ consisting of d-dimensional intervals 52k.
First let ,&Y check if (521 x R) n P d+l,,(d)# 0, for all 1, t<n. Since, for any pair (1, t), 521 is a constant rational interval and P d+l,t(d) = set(-Q(t)), this test condition is easily FO-representable and then effectively decidable by means of EQE.
If the answer is "no", for some 1, t d n, let the computation of d"(n) never halt. Again, this condition is FO-expressible and effectively decidable by means of function @ and via EQE.
3. When such a pair (1,t) has been found, JZ searches for a rational number q satisfying (QI x(q-2_
@+4), q + 2-m+4) >>nPd+l,t(N#0.
This last test condition is effectively decidable, too, and a corresponding rational number q can be found if it exists, by means of a recursive enumeration of the set Q. If this search terminates successfully, let AR@) = [q _ 2-(2"+2),q + 2-_(2n+9.
Otherwise, A"(n) remains undefined. Assume that G.d,d(Y) is defined and equal to some y,.. Let tar(Q) =Y. Then, for n E N, the check 1 always terminates with "yes", by Condition (2) of the definition of G_d,d. Moreover, by Condition (1) and since 52 is a regular sequence, the search 2 is successful. Finally, the search 3 yields some qn E Q such that ly, -qnJ <2-(2"+3).
We have M'(n) = [qn -2-(2"+2),qn +2-(*"+*)I. Since q,, -2-(2"+2) < yr -2-(2n+3) < qn+1 -2-(2nf4) < yr <q,+l + 2-(2"f4) < yI + 2-(2n+3) <q, + 2-(2"+2), it follows that (J"(%ErV is a regular sequence of intervals with the target yv.
is not defined, either the check 1 or the search 3, or the search 2 cannot be successful, for some n E N, and &o(n) remains undefined.
So we have shown the approximate computability of function G.d,d. Notice that the approximate RF-computability cannot be obtained in general. Now we are going to show direction "+" of the theorem. Let f be approximately computed by an OTM 4.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that, for all regular sequences 52 and all n E N, if &o(n) is defined, Remember that R@)(O) >R(')( 1) > . . . >R@)(n) by Supposition (ii), as long as these sets are defined. Moreover, their diameters, diam(R(')(n)) = sup{ Iyi -y2 I: yi, yz E R(') (n)}, are properly greater than 0, because of Suppositon (i). Thus, if f(v) is not defined, then A""'(n) does not exist, for some n E N and a distinguished sequence Q(') converging to r, and it follows that G.d,d(r) is undefined due to Condition (1).
Otherwise, if f(r) exists, then all the results who"' are obtained by d. So it successively runs through all the stages, computes the R(')(n) and halts on input 
nEN EN
Moreover, since each R(')(n) is a union of intervals of lengths <2-" that contains
it holds diam(R(')(n)) < 2-("-I).
It remains to show that Condition (1) and (r2,yz) like on (r,f(r)).
Thus, yl,y2~R(')(m + l), and IYI -Y2I <rm.
Case 2: r has components of form ri =22-@+I), for some z E Z, k E N. Let 52(l), . . . , Q(l), 1 < 1 Q 2d, be the distinguished sequences with target r. Now we consider a level t in 9-d, at which Stage m + 1 has been performed both for the input 
Proposition 5.1. A set S C lRd is the halting set of a d-robust FAP $fit is recursively open. S is the passing set of a d-robust FAP 18 it is recursively closed.
Proof. The second assertion is only another formulation of the first one. Now we show that approximately computable functions can always be determined by (the passing sets of) robust procedures. The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for the recursive closedness of a graph. Let (-c4,: n E IV) be a standard numbering of the FAPs, as used at the end of Section 3, and K: f'V2 --+ (0, 1) be the corresponding step-counting function defined there.
The sequences U$),GM and (k,J,E~ are inductively defined as follows. 0. Let /Jo=0 and ko=O. 1. Assume that k,, and pi, for 0 <i < k,, have been defined. It is easily seen that r-0 passes all the stages of .$ i.e., ro E Pass, (.pT). 
Arithmetical hierarchies
We are now going to introduce two modifications of the classical arithmetical hierarchy which seem to be quite suitable to classify subsets of some lRd from the point of view of algebraic and approximate computability, respectively. Below they will be used to compare the domains, ranges and graphs of algebraically resp. approximately The DAH is similar to Cucker's arithmetical hierarchy over the reals, see [5] . In contrast to the BSS setting, however, we here consider sets of tuples of some dimension d instead of sets of strings (which are finite sequences of arbitrary length). More essentially, we do not allow the use of real parameters within the programs. This implies that our concepts are closely related to classical theory of computability.
In particular, the sets in the classes of our hierarchies are generated by complementations and In the remaining part of this section, the related questions with respect to approximate computability will be discussed. Conversely, let S be a projection of a Ii':-set as described above. Then the function f : l@+' h R defined by if \J(nl E NFKfi2 E ~Mr,s) E @(fi1,n2)1, undefined otherwise, can easily be shown to be approximately computable, and S = ran(f).
Since Nd E II? G ZIT, every Cy-set (of arbitrary dimension) is also a projection of a @-set. The conversion does probably not hold, but it would require a more detailed investigation of TAH to confirm this.
We have shown We leave the details of verification to the reader. 
Final remarks
The main result of this paper is the characterization of approximate computability of real functions from the algebraic point of view. This has been done by Our characterization of approximate computability by means of the passing sets of FAPs does not depend on a special naming system or representation of the reals. We treat the real numbers as actual objects of algorithms. To deal with both algebraic and approximate computability from a uniform point of view, this should contribute to a better understanding of both the settings, their special features and mutual relationships. For example, our results also stress the naturalness and usefulness of the generalized notion of approximate computability in considering partial real functions. Further research will try to find out whether the algebraic characterization of approximate computability leads also to substantially new results or at least to easier proofs of known results. To this purpose, more detailed investigations of the passing sets of (robust) FAPs are necessary. With respect to both variants of computability, further results on the arithmetical hierarchies, DAH and TAH, also compared with Cucker's [5] hierarchy, are desirable. Finally, like in the K-Friedman approach, a theory of computational complexity can be founded on the approximate determinations of functions by FAPs and seems to be a promising subject of further effort.
